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Leader's Interview
World-class excellent city
The excellent city looking forward to 100 years ahead

Moving toward Myeongji New International City.
We will take the lead
for cooperation between Busan and Gyeongnam
and prosper together.

Intro

● If you see BJFEZ, you can see the world!

Interview with Ha Sung-cheol,
Commissioner of Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone Authority

Ha Sung-cheol

Commissioner of Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone Authority

It has been a little over a year since you took office.
Could you tell us about some of your achievements or
memorable things?

Since I took office as Commissioner, there have been so
many things, and I have been busy day by day, but the most
memorable of them is the restructuring of our organization divided
by region into Busan and Gyeongnam. In addition, we created the
‘30 Innovation Tasks’ and have laid the institutional framework for
more competency in the free economy zone and the port area.
Also, in order to create a friendly workplace, we wear casuals on
Fridays as it’s called ‘Casual Friday.’ Moreover, the Family Love
Photo Contest was also memorable.

BJFEZ must have been affected by pandemic COVID-19
this year. What was its impact?

Above all, investment attraction performance has declined
sharply. As the global economy rapidly declined, businessmen
are cutting down on investment. Companies that have already
promised to invest in the past are also reducing the size of their
investment and foreign capital. In addition to COVID-19, the
trade dispute between the United States and China and export
restrictions in Japan also affected us. The FDI (foreign direct
investment) amount which had reached 82 million dollars until
May of last year fell to 25 million dollars by May of this year.
On the other hand, there is also an interesting part. Although
trade has declined a lot due to the global economic downturn,
the logistics industry which is one of BJFEZ's main businesses,
has suffered less damage than the manufacturing industry. It
is believed that the dependence on logistics such as individual
couriers has increased due to more untact economic activities
because of COVID-19. I think this has a lot to suggest.

It seems that you think it is necessary to expand the area
of BJFEZ. What do you think of the necessity or scale of
the area expansion?

Interview

Currently, BJFEZ has reached 95.7% of development rate in
the project district. I think it is necessary to expand the BJFEZ in
order to lay the foundation for innovative growth and reinforce the
complex logistics function to gain an edge in the competition with
overseas special economic zones.
In particular, centered on the border between Busan and
Gyeongnam, we should play a role as a global logistics hub that
creates high added value such as complex logistics that combines
railways, ports, and airports as a logistics center in Northeast Asia.
If we develop various businesses that increase B2C logistics
which can create a lot of jobs such as youth start-ups, I think that
anchor companies will come in and the potential will increase
sufficiently.

What is your vision or idea as the global hub for business
and logistics in Northeast Asia?

Busan and Gyeongnam were also centers of Korean
economy with major industries such as machinery, shipbuilding,
and automobiles. However, the shipbuilding industry is currently
suffering, and the automobile industry is experiencing a sharp
economic downturn. As the regional economic crisis accelerates
and the economic downturn overlaps, many companies express
a considerable sense of crisis, and citizens also complain the
difficulties.
In order to turn this crisis into an opportunity for future growth, we
are determined to make BJFEZ a hub for logistics and business in
Northeast Asia.
The geographical location of Busan and Gyeongnam areas
around the Busan New Port is regarded as the greatest strength.
The most fundamental of the logistics industry is the port. As this
area has a port that connects the world's No. 1 economic power,
the United States and the world's No. 1 economic bloc, Northeast
Asia in the shortest distance, I think it has global competitiveness
for the logistics industry.
Logistics companies have played a supporting role in the
manufacturing industry, but in the future, a ‘new trend’ will emerge
that leads the manufacturing industry rather than as an auxiliary role.

Is there anything that you regret about and that needs to
be pursued in the future?

What’s unfortunate is that many companies and outstanding
talents are concentrated in the metropolitan area.
For this reason, it is very difficult to begin attracting investment
and finding economic vitality in the region. We need to increase
the advantages of the region to attract good companies and
talented people.
So, we are focusing on developing an international excellent
City in Myeongji District since last year. Myeongji District has
undergone rapid development due to real estate speculation, and
the City has lost its attractiveness.
We need to make Myeongji area an excellent City harmonized
with beautiful buildings with
world-class creativity.
Currently, the comprehensive
development plan to make the
Myeongji area an excellent City
has almost revised. For the rest
of my tenure, I will make every
effort to implement a world-class
excellent City within BJFEZ,
expand BJFEZ area, and create
a beautiful workplace.
BJFEZ
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Intro

Focus Ⅰ
Korens EM Co., Ltd.,
signed Busan-type job cooperation agreement ceremony
- Korens EM in Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone takes a key role for creating Busan-type jobs
- Expectation of new breakthrough in the car parts industry in the southeastern region

On February 6, more than 300
participants including President Moon
Jae-in, ministers, mayor of Busan,
representatives of political parties,
local lawmakers, representatives
of local labor unions, businesses,
civic groups, and politicians, labor
representatives of Korens EM and
partner companies, students, citizens,
etc. attended the 「 Busan-type Job
Cooperation Agreement Ceremony」
at the lobby on the 2nd floor of Busan
Metropolitan City Hall.
Korens EM, the main contract
company, signed a supply contract
with BMW to supply powertrain,
which is a key component of electric
vehicles, and is expected to produce
a total of 4 million powertrains from
2022 to 2031 and export all of them
with annual average sales of 1.5

trillion won. To this end, as a core component producer for electric vehicles in the 297,521㎡
(90,000 pyeong) area at the International Industrial Logistics City, Korens EM and 20 partner
companies will invest up to 760 billion won for 10 years to produce powertrains, creating
4,300 direct hiring decent jobs, and create a future car parts manufacturing hub in which main
contractor and subcontractors form a cluster.
This is the largest investment and hiring in Busan since the investment of Renault Samsung
Motors. It is expected to create a gross regional product (GRDP) of 3 trillion won per year, and
will make a leap forward in the Busan economy through taxation, exports, and increase in
port traffic. In addition, it is expected to become a new breakthrough in the auto parts industry
in the Southeast region, where is experiencing stagnation, by providing an opportunity for
industrial transformation from internal combustion locomotives to eco-friendly vehicles through
the process of mass production and localization of electric vehicle powertrain technology.
BJFEZ will do its best to attract related domestic and foreign companies, support housing
stabilization of participating companies’ workers, provide living infrastructure, and
administrative support in a timely manner to build and expand the electric vehicle cluster.
Busan-type jobs

● International Logistics Industrial City, Gangseo-gu, Busan, Section 8, About 297,000㎡
● More than 20 suppliers centered on Korens EM Co., Ltd. form a cooperation cluster for electric vehicles
● Total investment of 760 billion won by 2031
● Creating 4,300 jobs

Intro

● The Korean market is one of the world's top 10 domestic markets, making it the most ideal test market for new technologies and new products.

Focus Ⅱ
Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone Authority signed investment
agreements with three global logistics companies despite COVID-19
- Attracted US 20 million dollars of foreign investment by attracting 3 companies including Access
World, the world's No. 1 commodity specialized company, and 400 new jobs will be created
- Despite the difficult conditions amid COVID-19, the Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone Authority's
continuous investment attraction efforts have come to fruition

BJFEZ jointly with Gyeongsangnam-do and Changwon City signed an agreement
for investment and job creation with three global complex logistics companies such
as Access World, Dongwon Loex Cold Storage II Co.,Ltd. and Daewoo Logistics
at Dongwon Loex Cold Storage Co.,Ltd. in BJFEZ Ungdong Hinterland on May 28
(Thursday). With the agreement, these three global logistics companies including
Access World, are planning to invest about 85 billion korean won in the Ungdong
Hinterland Complex by 2023 and hire 400 new employees.
BJFEZ has attracted a total investment of 85 billion korean won including foreign
investment of us 20 million dollars through persistent investment attraction activities
such as continuous consultation with the three logistics companies since 2018. This
investment attraction of global logistics companies was made possible because
BJFEZ has continuously provided investment information, various incentive
systems, the excellent location of the Ungdong hinterland complex, and various tax
benefits to the companies.

Ha Sung-cheol, commissioner of the BusanJinhae Free Economic Zone Authority said,
“It is a very encouraging result that we have
attracted excellent logistics companies in large
scale not only for the local economy but also for
the country at the time when most investment
attraction is canceled due to COVID-19 in the
world.”

Together with BJFEZ, Gyeongsangnam-do and Changwon plan to do the utmost to
provide administrative and financial supports within the scope stipulated by laws for
smooth proceed of investment .
Leisure·recreational facilities and logistics distribution complex
• Location: Jinhae-gu, Changwon

• Scale: 6,333,000㎡

• Project operator: Gyeongnam Development Corporation, Changwon City, Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries
About
• Project cost: 1,325.5 billion won (leisure recreation 3,461, industrial logistics 9,794)
Ungdong
Status of Ungdong District 2, Phase 1
Area

• Area: 2,486,666㎡ (753,535 pyeong)
• Companies: 37 including CJ Logistics, Nippon Express, Dong Loex Cold Storage, and NH Senko
* Ungdong District 2 is designated (Free Economic Zone and Free Trade Zone), so foreign-invested and exporting companies can preferentially move in.

BJFEZ
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Best BJFEZ

BJFEZ Development Projects
Legend
City boundary
Individual district system
Arterial road
Access road
Connecting road
New port hinterland road
New port hinterland railroad

Classiﬁcation
Transportation

New Port #2 hinterland road
New Port - Jinrye JC, 15.3km

District Size and Function
New Port Area

Classiﬁcation Business district

Main function

Road between Seokdong - Sosa
L=7,031m, B=20m

Area (1,000㎡) 1,000 pyeong

Subtotal
New Port Hinterland (North)

Logistics • Distribution

New Port District

Changwon City

Complex Logistics

Myeongji area

Subtotal
Sinho district

High-tech Production

Myeongji district

International business

Hwajeon district

High-tech Production

Jisa Area

High-tech production

Mieum district

High-tech production

Songjeong district

International business

Myeongdong district

High-tech production

Saenggok district

High-tech production
Complex logistics
High-tech production

International industrial logistics district

Subtotal

Ungdong area

Ungdong district

Leisure • Recreation

Bobae
Macheon
research district
Namyang district industrial district
Yongwon
Namyang district access road Dudong district access road
L=600m, B=25m
district
L=600m, B=25m

Nammoon district arterial road
L=3,590m, B=20~35m
L=340m, B=35m

Ungdong district access road
L=0.7km, B=35m

(District 2)

Ungdong district north arterial road

Logistics • Distribution
High-tech production

Nammoon district

High-tech production • Housing

Ungcheon Namsan district

Industry (Logistics)

Waseong district

High-tech logistics

Macheon industrial district

High-tech production

L=1,050m, B=35m

Dudong district

High-tech logistics
Education research

Moonhwa district

etc

Yongwon leisure district

Leisure • Recreation

Ungdong

Road between

L=7.4km,

Waseong district

Ungcheon
Namsan district

Road between New Port hinterland
(North) - Yongwon
L=400m, B=30m

Ungdong district 2
(Logistics • Distribution)

Ungdong district 1
(Leisure • Recreation)

New Port hinterland
(North)

Ungdong
district

Subtotal
Bobae research district

Nammoon complex

Nammoon district access road

(District 1)

Namyang district

L=3.190m, B=20~34m

Moonhwa district

Westbusan distribution district Logistics • Distribution
Busan Science Industrial Complex

Road between Uigok intersection Busan Science Industrial Complex

Dudong district

Subtotal

Dudong Area

Dudong

New Port Hinterland (South) Logistics • Distribution

North container
(13 berths)

West c
ontainer wharf
(8 berths)

Planned site for New Port #2
(21 berths)

New Port
South container wharf (13 berths)

Total

New Port hinterland
(South)

District Development Projects
Completed projects (13 districts)
Sinho district, Busan Science Industrial Complex, Namyang district, Hwajeon district,
Westbusan distribution district, New Port hinterland (North), Nammoon district,
Saenggok district, Mieum district, Yongwon leisure district, Macheon Industrial district,
Dudong district, International industrial logistics complex

23

districts in total

Busan-Jinhae Free Economic
Zone Development Project Plan

26,619,000㎡

52%

As of January 2020

Development plan change and
implementation plan in progress (3 districts)
Ungcheon·Namsan district, Waseong district, Songjeong district

22,218,000㎡

44%

2,215,000㎡

4%

Construction in progress Moonhwa district, Myeongji district, Bobae research district,
Myeongdong district, Ungdong district, New Port hinterland (South),
(7 districts)
New Port district

Best BJFEZ

● If you see BJFEZ, you can see the world!

Westbusan distribution district access road

New Port #1 hinterland road

L=1,100m, B=50~53m

Gadeok - Chojeong, 22.9km

Mieum district arterial road

Westbusan distribution district arterial road

L=3,712m, B=30~37m

L=3,175, B=25~35m

International industrial
logistics district
Mieum district access road

Busan Science
Industrial Complex
Myeongdong
district

Busan City

L=1,186km, B=20~40m

Saenggok district

Jisa

Saenggok district arterial road

Mieum district

International industrial
logistics district

L=1,560m, B=30m

L=720m, B=20m

International industrial
logistics district

Leisure

North access road to BJFEZ

Myeongji district arterial road
L=5.4km, B=37~34m

Songjeong district
Hwajeon-gu arterial road

Sosa - Noksan

L=2,928, B=30m

, B=20m)

Hwajeon district

Myeongji

Myeongji district

Myeongji-gu access road

underpass L=700m, B=21
Access road L=67m, B=34m

Sinho district

Eulsukdo Bridge

L=5,205m, B=25.5~35m

● Free Economic Zone Authority (BJFEZA)
wharf
East Multipurpose Wharf (1 berth)

Infrastructure Expansion Projects

Under
construction

Completed
projects

Road between Seokdong - Sosa, Ungdong district access road, Dudong district access road,
BJFEZ north access road, Ungdong district north arterial road,
Myeongji district phase 2 arterial road extension

6

Eulsuk Bridge construction, Hwajeon district arterial road, Namyang district access road, westbusan distribution district
access road, westbusan distribution district arterial road, Uigok - Science Industrial Complex road, Saenggok district arterial
road, Mieum district arterial road, Nammoon district access road, Nammoon district arterial road, Mieum district access
road, Shinhak North - Yongwon road, Myeongji district access road, Myeongji district arterial road, Sosa - Noksan road

BJFEZ
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2 Busan Science & Industrial Complex
Occupied

Jisa-dong

SKF
Korea

Jisa-dong

Occupied

Jisa-dong

Yujin
SMRC

Occupied

Jisa-dong

Remaining

Major Sites for
Foreign Investments

Occupied

Tsubakimoto
Automotive

Occupied

Jedeok-dong

Jisa-dong

Jisa-dong

Nammoon-dong

Foreign Investment Zone

Total area(㎡)
Nammoon-dong

Foreign Investment Zone

Tokotakaoka
Korea

298,070
(90,166Pyeong)

Occupied
area(㎡)

239,530
(72,457Pyeong)

Available
area(㎡)

Target business

58,540
(17,709Pyeong)

High-tech
Industry

Nammoon-dong

Foreign Investment Zone

Nammoon-dong

Jedeok-dong

Foreign Investment Zone

Remaining

Occupied

Occupied

Jedeok-dong

Nammoon-dong

Foreign Investment Zone

Remaining

Occupied

Occupied

Danfoss
Korea

Jisa-dong

Jisa-dong

Creating R&D, High-tech Industry and Knowledge Base Industry

K.S.M
Poongsan
Precision

Occupied

Nammoon-dong and others

Occupied

Donghwan
Steel

Jisa-dong

Occupied

Occupied

Seojin
Tech

SJ
Steel

Remaining

Scheduled to
move in

Jisa-dong

Oerlilkon
Balzers
Changwon Plant
Hanrimintech
Staus
MacGregor Korea

Occupied

Jotun

Scheduled to
move in

Nammoon-dong and others
Jedeok-dong

Occupied

1 Nammoon District

Occupied

Jisa-dong

Jisa-dong

Occupied

Jisa-dong

Changwon City
Creating R&D, High-tech Industrial and Residential Complex

Dudong

Occupied
Available
Target business
Total area(㎡)
area(㎡)
area(㎡)
51,579
114,803
63,224
Manufacturing
(34,728Pyeong) (15,603Pyeong)
(19,125Pyeong)
companies
(15)
* Domestic

Moonhwa district
Dudong District

Bobae
Research
District

Macheon
Namyang District Industrial District

Undong

Yongwon
Leisure
District

Nammoon District

5 Ungdong District

Ungdong District 1
(leisure • rest)
Occupied

Occupied

Nippon
Express
Korea

Scheduled to
move in
Scheduled to
move in

14 Sinhang 8-ro auction

Dongshin

Calt Logis
NSKU
GNP Logitech

Global
Logitech

Calt Logis
BUP

Kyungil
Global
Logistics

Kosenko
Logistics

The Nice
Korea
Panstar
New Port
Dongyoung
International
Logistics
Logistics
Center

CJ
Logistics
-SB

DNI
Yong
sungyu Logistics
Logis

Eunsan
Logistics

ENK

SLP GLC

GDC

Intergis
Ungdong
Center

Seju DSJ

Stako

NH
Senko
Logistics

BNP
Logistics

BIDC
Ungdong

Occupied

Remaining

Seocon Hinterland
(west container hinterland)

2nd new port scheduled
(21 berths)

Ilyang Global
Logistics

HND
Logistics

DW
BL
International International
Logistics
Center
MS Distripark
– Ungdong
CMK
Logistics

Naigaiensan Fairhub
Logistics Logistics

GML

Occupied

Scheduled to
move in

Nammoon-dong

Dongwon
Loex

Sinhang 8-ro

Occupied

Nammoon-dong

Mitsui
Soko
Korea

Nuri
Networks

Sinhang 8-ro

Sinhang 8-ro

Su Do-dong

Occupied
area(㎡)

Ungdong District 2
(logistics • distribution)

New port hinterland (north side)

Available
area(㎡)

1,837,553
1,406,363
431,190
(556,834Pyeong) (426,170Pyeong) (130,663Pyeong)

West container wharf
(8 berths)

North container wh
(13 berths)

New port district

New Port
Southern container pier
(13 berths)

New port hinterland (south)
Sinhang 8-ro

Creating logistics distribution complex and leisure • rest facilities
Total area(㎡)

Ungdong
District

Sinhang 8-ro

Occupied

Sinhang 8-ro

Waseong District

Uncheon
Namsan
District

Target business
Logistics,
Manufacturing

Best BJFEZ

● 700 million people live within a 1,200km radius of BJFEZ, and Beijing and Tokyo are located within 2 hours.

Foreign Investment Zone

3 Mieum District
Occupied

Remaining

Occupied
area(㎡)
131,571
299,584
(about
(90,624Pyeong)
39,711Pyeong)

Busan City

Remaining

Saenggok district

Remaining

Jisa

Gurang-dong

Gurang-dong

Gurang-dong

Gurang-dong

Gurang-dong

Gurang-dong

Creating high-tech industrial production base in connection
with Busan Science Industrial Complex
Total area(㎡)

International Industrial
Logistics District

Remaining

Remaining

Remaining

Gurang-dong

Gurang-dong

Remaining

Remaining

Remaining

Gurang-dong

Myeongdong
District

Remaining

Hoganas

Gimhae International Airport

Busan Science
Industrial Complex

Gurang-dong

Hamai
Korea

Occupied

Gurang-dong

Westbusan
distribution
district

Remaining

Geislinger

Occupied

Gurang-dong

Gurang-dong

Wilo Pump

Occupied

Gurang-dong

Remaining

Boschrexroth
Korea

Occupied

Gurang-dong

Gurang-dong

Burckhardt
Compression

Remaining

Gurang-dong

Gurang-dong

Occupied

Gurang-dong

Remaining

Gurang-dong

Available
area(㎡)
168,013
(about
50,913Pyeong)

Target business
High-tech
Industry

4 Myeongji District

Mieum District

Around

Remaining

Myeongji District

Remaining

Myeongji

Foreign
educational
institute

Occupied

Around

Hwajeon District

Foreign
educational
institute
Occupied

International Industrial
Logistics District

Remaining

Senggok
District

Occupied

International Industrial
Logistics District

Remaining

Sinho District

Remaining

Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone

Business
site

Descente
R&D Center

Research
site

Research
site

Business
site

harf

Creating new city for international business and settlement
environment for foreigners

East multipurpose wharf
(1 berth)

Classification

Total area(㎡)

Business site
(1,2)

90,186
(27,281Pyeong)

Occupied
area(㎡)

-

Complex site,
120,198
120,198
Research site
(36,360Pyeong) (36,360Pyeong)
(2,3)
Research site

Available
area(㎡)

90,186
(27,281Pyeong)

-

Target business
Business facilities
such as ofﬁce

Hotel convention,
Ofﬁce, Residential,
Commercial, etc.

Research institutes,
96,953
17,082
79,871
(29,947Pyeong) (5,167Pyeong) (24,780Pyeong) Educational institutions

Medical site

64,370
(19,472Pyeong)

-

64,370
(19,472Pyeong)

Education site

54,180
(16,389Pyeong)

-

54,180
Foreign educational
(16,389Pyeong)
institutions
BJFEZ

Foreign medical
institutions

Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone
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Myeongji New International City
- Perfect geographic location, Central area of Tri-Port
- Phase 1 development project completed and phase 2 development project in progress
- Myeongji New International City will grow into a world-class new excellent City

Bird's-eye view

Sites
institutions and foreign educational institutions (Royal Russell School is scheduled
to open in 2023) to create the best foreign investment and settlement environment.
In addition, the National Assembly Library (branch) and the Culture and Arts Center
are under construction in the western area of Myeongji, which has a 300,000
pyeong (about 1㎢) of green park.
The phase 2 project (1.9㎢) will begin from 2020, and business facilities, R&D centers,
and landmark parks will be built by 2023. In particular, it plans to attract excellent
foreign-invested companies by actively attracting investments starting from the
development stage.

Location

The Westbusan area, where Myeongji District is located, is an outpost of the 4th
Industrial Revolution as major Southeast companies such as automobile parts and
shipbuilding equipment are concentrated, and it is being converted into the smart
industrial complex. The「Eco Delta City Smart City National Demonstration Complex」
is being built right above Myeongji District, and various demonstration projects in the
fields of blockchain-based fintech, logistics, and tourism are being implemented after
the designation of the 「Busan Blockchain Free Regulatory Zone」. In addition, MS
Data Center, LG CNS, Busan Bank Data Center, and so on have moved in and are
building a 「Cloud Industry Cluster」.

Myeongji New International City is
geographically located in the hinterland of
Busan's new port, and is directly connected
to the airport and railroads, making it a center
of ‘logistics tri-port’ area. It takes 25 minutes
to Busan New Port by car, 20 minutes to
Gimhae International Airport, and 20 minutes Mieum R&D Hub Complex adjacent to Myeongji District is designated as ‘R&D
to Busan Sinhang Station.
Special Zone’, and Busan Techno Park, Busan Small and Medium Venture Business
The development began since 2003 with a Administration and various R&D research institutes are integrated here, so it is the
total area of 6.4㎢ (4.5㎢ in phase 1 and 1.9 best place to build industry-academia-research partnerships. In addition, the Noksan
㎢ in phase 2) in the area of Myeongji-dong National Industrial Complex is transforming into a smart industrial complex, upgrading
the auto parts and shipbuilding equipment industries as the main industries, to the
Gangseo-gu, Busan.
fourth industry, and inducing synergy effects by attracting excellent foreign-invested
The phase 1 project site (4.5㎢) has been
companies.
completed and public institutions (Busan
District Court West Branch Office, Busan BJFEZ will induce the integration of excellent investors and start-ups in Myeongji District
West District Prosecutor's Office, etc.), and will specialize in fostering the smart city sensor industry, blockchain, fintech, and
apartments, offices, hotels, conventions, cloud industries. Therefore, it will be one of Busan's three major development axes
commercial facilities and research facilities along with Haeundae Centum area in the east and North Port redevelopment area in
(Descente R&D Center) have moved in. the center.
In the future, it will attract foreign medical Myeongji International New City will develop into a world-class excellent new City.
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Survey on the status of businesses in Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone
A. Number of businesses ( 1,652 businesses, 42,666 employees)
B. Number of employees
1. Basic Status
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BJFEZ News
Promotion about Shortening of Deadline to Report
+ Active
Real Estate Transactions
BJFEZ actively operates public relations activities as the amendment to the 「Real Estate
Transaction Report Act」 came into effect on February 21. With this revision of the law, the
reporting period for real estate transactions has been shortened from the existing 60 days to
30 days, and a new regulation has been established to report within 30 days from the date
that the reason is confirmed for termination, invalid, or cancel of the transaction contract. In
case of violation, a fine of 5 million won or less is imposed. False contracts are prohibited, and
in the event of a violation, a fine of 30 million won or less is imposed.

Implementation of the Preliminary Consultation System for
Cadastral Confirmation Survey
BJFEZ announced that it will implement the preliminary consultation system for cadastral
confirmation surveys from March. In order to promptly operate the projects in the development
districts such as creation of industrial complex and development of residential site, and to
provide accurate measurement results, a preliminary consultation system will be implemented
with frequent consultations and reviews for the project operators and surveyors in order to
prevent problems which may arise due to delay of a construction.

Remote Video Conference in Gyeongnam (COVID-19 Untact
Executive Meeting)
As a part of preventing the spread of COVID-19 and practicing social distancing, a remote
video conference was held in the video conference room on the 4th floor of the government
building on April 17. From Gyeongnam Province, Gyeongsangnam-do Governor Kim Gyeongsoo and 35 staff members, along with the commissioner of Busan-Jinhae Free Economic
Zone Authority, the head of Gyeongnam Research Institute, and the head of Gyeongnam
TP participated this video conference and discussed the emergency disaster support fund of
Gyeongsangnam-do and other major plans.

Reopening of BJFEZ Vision Hall (May 25)
BJFEZ Vision Hall had been closed from February 24 following the government's measures
to prevent the spread of COVID-19. However, the policy has changed from “social distance”
to “Keep distance from life” from May 6. Therefore, it was announced that BJFEZ Vision Hall
would reopen from May 25. Each hall in the facility will gradually reopen. ‘Vision Hall’ and
‘Exhibition Hall’ will open as the first stage and visitors may enter after temperature check. The
facility’s full opening will be after the government's official announcement of end to COVID-19.

Ha Sung-cheol, Commissioner of the Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone Authority,
Participated in the「Thank You Challenge」 Campaign
BJFEZ (Commissioner Ha Sung-cheol) participated in the ‘Thank You Challenge’
campaign to support medical staff devoted to overcoming the
COVID-19 crisis. Commissioner Ha and all the staff members
gathered to express respect and pride for the hard work and
dedication of the medical staff. Commissioner Ha appointed
President Ahn Wan-ki of Gyeongnam TP, Professor Kim Young-ki
of Gyeongnam Research Institute, and Chairman Yang Jae-sang
of BJFEZ Resident Business Council as the next participants.
You can view the challenge video by scanning the QR code.
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BJFEZ Overcoming COVID-19
In accordance with the government policy, BJFEZ is doing its best to overcome
COVID-19 in cooperation with enterprises, related organizations, and citizens in
the Free Economic Zone.

We are the first among the national Free Economic Zone Authorities to
establish a comprehensive plan for responding to COVID-19.
In order to preemptively respond to COVID-19, BJFEZ established its own comprehensive measures for
COVID-19 in March as the first among the Free Economic Zone Authorities in the nation.
With the Director of the BJFEZ Office as the head of the Emergency Headquarters, it has established a
manual for each situation such as occurrence and contact of confirmed patients, distributed guidelines such as
quarantine for development district sites, promoted investment for untact counseling, and made a contacting
system with related organizations for problems or difficulties for foreign-invested companies. It also has
informed all 1,600 companies in the zone about the workplace guidelines for COVID-19 provided by the Ministry
of Commerce, Industry and Energy.
In addition, video conferences are held frequently with officials of the Ministry of Industry and the seven Free
Economic Zone Authorities nationwide to share the situations, actions taken, and about the difficulties of
companies.
In addition, BJFEZ has thoroughly responded in the field for the prevention of COVID-19 with quarantine at
government buildings, and has taken infection prevention measures at the civil petition room and the public
relations center. It also visits companies when signing a new contract for moving-in.

Above all, we will listen to the companies about difficulties
Due to the shutdown of the factories in the early stage of the spread of COVID-19, supply and demand of raw
materials and parts have been delayed and caused sharp decline in exports and operating losses for many
companies.
In order to minimize such corporate damages, BJFEZ continuously identified cases of losses and difficulties of
the companies and made suggestions such as prompt support for corporate management funds and special
provision of public masks for workers.
In addition, in order to closely reflect the voices from the field, it held a meeting with the companies. It plans to
continue to pursue measures to carefully take care of the difficulties of the companies.

BJFEZ
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Success
Story Ⅰ

+ Dongwon Loex Cold Storage Co.,Ltd.

'To the Sea,
To the Future'
The forward base for
import and export of
all logistics
The largest logistics
warehouse in the
non-metropolitan area
A large signboard saying ‘To the Sea, To the Future’ stands out. A boat floating on the waves is
quite impressive.

CEO : Choi Kun-bae
Business type :
Cold and frozen warehouse
business
Establishment date :
August 3, 2015
Address :
351 Sinhang 8-ro, Jinhae-gu,
Changwon, Gyeongnam

This is Dongwon Loex Cold Storage Co.,Ltd. (CEO Choi Kun-bae) located in BJFEZ. Dongwon
Loex Cold Storage Co.,Ltd. was selected as a tenant company in the ‘Ungdong hinterland
logistics complex’ in Busan New Port in May 2015. This company was established in January
2015 with Dongwon Industries taking 85% and American Silver Bay Seafoods taking 15% of the
share. The number of employees is 37 including the CEO.
CEO Chio Geun-bae(63) of Dongwon Loex Cold Storage Co.,Ltd. said, “Our company operates
frozen and refrigerated storage logistics business and we are a forward base for export and
import of all logistics such as agricultural and fishery products, livestock, and fruit. Although the
volume of cargo has decreased due to COVID-19, logistics are still coming in and going out to
the United States, South America, Asia and around the world.”
The low temperature logistics center (freezing warehouse) of Dongwon Loex Cold Storage
Co.,Ltd. in Busan New Port is the largest in the non-metropolitan area. It has one basement, six
stories above ground with about 40m high on a total floor area of 53,461㎡ (16,172 pyeong).
It is designed safely to withstand 7.0 magnitude of earthquake and wind speed of 40m per
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Our Family Eats the Foods that Our Customers Stored
second. The 72 rooms of storage can store up to 61,000 tons of
cargo at once in various temperature ranges from -55°C to 15°C
with automated warehouse for 18,900 tons and floor warehouse
for 42,100 tons.
Besides, it is possible to quickly and safely put in and take out
products through the truck booth that can accommodate 51
vehicles at once and a spacious loading dock. In addition, it
can keep the products as fresh as possible with an automatic
temperature control system that can maintain an appropriate
temperature for different items such as aquatic products, ultralow temperature products, agricultural and livestock products,
and processed foods. The maximum amount of incoming and
outgoing goods per day reaches a maximum of 3,000 tons.

The reason that Dongwon Loex Cold Storage Co.,Ltd. moved
into BJFEZ was because of its optimal location. Because it is in
the Free Trade Zone, customs procedure for import and export is
convenient, too.
CEO Choi said, “As the logistics moved from Gimpo Airport to
Incheon Airport, we believe that Busan New Port will dominate the
volume of goods in Northeast Asia.”
The logistics center is located in the Ungdong Free Economic
Zone in Busan New Port in Jinhae-gu, Changwon, so the import
and export procedures are simple. The container transportation
costs can be reduced because the distance from the container
terminal to the storage warehouse has shortened. Moreover,
access to and from the metropolitan area and anywhere in
the country is convenient because of easy access and exit the
highway.
Dongwon Loex Cold Storage Co.,Ltd. focuses on stable logistics
storage.

In the past, only temperature was important because it was mostly
consignment management. However, environmental aspects and
digital management are also important now.
Dongwon Loex Cold Storage Co.,Ltd. is running a QC team
and making efforts for systematic storage. CEO Choi said, “We
are operating a quality control team so that the products can be
delivered to consumers without disconnection of the cold chain.”
In May, Dongwon Loex Cold Storage Co.,Ltd. signed an
investment agreement at its logistics center with Gyeongsangnamdo, Changwon City, and BJFEZ for the Ungdong hinterland site at
Busan New Port. It will build one more cold storage warehouse of
a similar size.

The signing ceremony was attended by CEO Choi Geun-bae
of Dongwon Loex Cold Storage Co.,Ltd., CEO Kim Jong-seong
of Dongwon Loex, Gyeongnam Governor Kim Gyeong-soo,
Changwon Mayor Heo Seong-moo, and commissioner of the
Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone Authority Ha Sung-cheol.
Through this agreement, Dongwon Loex Cold Storage
Co.,Ltd. will create local jobs by constructing a 50 billion won
scale of low temperature cold storage warehouse on the site
of 50,820.3㎡ area as the phase 1 Ungdong hinterland of
Busan New Port by 2023. Gyeongsangnam-do, Changwon
City and BJFEZ will provide investment subsidies and related
administrative support.
CEO Choi Kun-bae said, “If the construction begins at the end of
this year, there will be an effect of creating jobs for at least 100
people. We will strive to increase corporate value and operate a
safe cold storage warehouse to become a forward base for global
logistics.”
BJFEZ
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Success
Story Ⅱ
CEO : Alex Pirounakis
Business type :
Engineering, Service
Establishment date :
November 27, 2014
Address :
10 Mieumsandan 1-ro 15
beon-gil, Gangseo-gu,
Busan

+
Global Company in the Field of Compressors
Unrivaled Position for Large Compressors
Horizontal Organizational Culture
“Our vision is to be the ﬁrst product which customers choose when buying
a gas compressor.”
This is the corporate vision of Burckhardt Compression, a global compressor company
headquartered in Winterthur, Switzerland.
Founded in 1844, the company has been in business for over 175 years and finally
entered Korea in 2015. Burckhardt Compression Korea built a factory in BJFEZ in 2015
and is in full operation.
Burckhardt Compression completed the construction of a domestic plant with 9,986
㎡ scale in the foreign investment area for parts and materials in Mieumsandan 1-ro,
Gangseo-gu, Busan. Burckhardt Compression is a foreign company with 100% stake
in the Swiss headquarters and has 32 employees. Its flagship product is compressor
(reciprocating vibration compressor) which is essential equipment for offshore plants and
gas carriers, and is widely used in major LNG and LPG carriers around the world.
The company has sales and service networks in 80 countries, and is actively
investing in R&D and research activities. In July 2014, BJFEZ signed a memorandum
of understanding for investment worth 20 million dollars after visiting the Swiss
headquarters and conducting other activities to attract investment. It also provided
administrative services for the contract signing and construction of the factory. Burckhardt
Compression Korea is led by Alex Pirounakis (47) who is from Switzerland. He is an
engineer and was selected as the chief executive of the plant in Busan based on his
experiences of working in China and Asia.
Regarding the background to enter into Korea, he said, “Burckhardt has supplied small
compressors. But the demand for LNG carriers increased, and there was a need for
producing large-sized compressors. Hence, the headquarters chose Korea. Burckhardt
is focusing on producing large-sized compressors among various product lines at the
Busan plant. Most of these products are supplied to ‘Big 3’ shipyards such as Daewoo
Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering, Hyundai Heavy Industries, and Samsung Heavy
Industries.
The company said it is building an unrivaled position as for large compressors since
there are no competitors in Korea.
The plant also has a close cooperation system with its headquarters in Switzerland.
The Busan plant does not have a R&D department or manpower, so the company
has a close technical cooperation with the Swiss headquarters. Mr. Pirounakis visits
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the headquarters more than once a year. However, he is now
replacing the visits by video conferences since the outbreak of
COVID-19.

on improving services in this area.

Mr. Pirounakis said “Korea has excellent assembly technology
and service mindset. The head office in Switzerland is also paying
close attention to achievements in Korea.”

Mr. Pirounakis said, “It is in a suitable location to transport to
partners such as Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering
and Samsung Heavy Industries, so it is convenient to carry out
business. I am grateful for BJFEZ
for paying attention to us always,
and our company would like to stay
here for a long time under the same
conditions.”

As a foreign company, Burckhardt Compression also focuses
on a horizontal organizational culture. Employees also value
communication between staff and feel satisfaction with having a
reasonable decision-making structure.
Manager Byun Ah-young said, “In terms of work, the company
is proud that it values horizontal decision-making structure and
there is little sense of authority. Recently, flexible work system
is expanded so the employees’ satisfaction level is high. The
workshops participated by all employees also help motivate
individuals.”
In 2018, all employees traveled to Jeju Island with the catchphrase
“Together for a Lifetime,” and also watched a professional
baseball game together for loyalty and friendship.
The strength of Burckhardt Compression is providing services
that meet the needs of global customers. In addition to excellent
technology, customer demand for cost reduction is increasing due
to the economic downturn, so the company puts all its capabilities

About BJFEZ, he said “Good location” and expressed satisfaction.

Burckhardt is currently preparing
to leap into a larger company
by expanding its business area
focused on the shipbuilding
industry.
Mr. Pirounakis said “Our goal is to
strengthen our EPC (engineering,
procurement, and construction)
capabilities in the future, and
make our compressors to be
used in hydrogen vehicles, too. I
will help our employees grow as
project managers equipped with
professional capabilities.”

BJFEZ
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+
Excellent Technology of Module Production
Exporting Modular Negative Pressure Ward(Quorantreat)
to Singapore
Completed Development of Intensive Care Unit (ICU)

CEO : Moon Sang-hoon
Business type :
Module manufacturing
Establishment date :
February 18, 2019
Address : 1212 Jisa-dong
Gangseo-gu, Busan
There is Staus just a short walk past Bobae Tunnel that divides
As a company specializes in producing modules, there’s a large
cFounded in February 2019, a start-up Staus (CEO Moon Sanghoon) was selected as a foreign-invested company in April of this
year and moved into the Busan Science Industrial Complex in
BJFEZ. Starting with sales of 2.5 billion won in 2019, it reached
sales of 4.2 billion won in the first half of this year.
Staus started its business producing cabin-type modules applied
to passenger ships and offshore structures. It has expanded
further and now its main business is developing, designing,
producing, and installing hotels, real estate, mobile homes,
and module houses. It is expected that these can be applied
to various industries with greater scalability in the future by
developing a program that can connect with IOT in endless fields
such as apartment houses and gas industry and further expand
to shipbuilding and plant to create a larger market in response to
the customers’ needs. CEO Moon Sang-hoon of Staus expressed
his confidence about the technology and said, “The concept of
module is already well known. However, it is difficult to realize the
module. I have been studying modules for more than 15 years,
and I can make them better than anyone else.”
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Staus is producing negative pressure ward (Quarantreat) that
maximizes advantages of the module. The negative pressure
ward Quorantreat is a combination of high-tech carbon fiber
composite materials from a domestic company Axia Materials,
and Staus' module construction technology capabilities. It has
excellent structure, light weight, and high insulation properties.
It is designed to be completely isolated without leaking virus
to outside. CEO Moon Sang-hoon (49) explained, “All the
production of the negative pressure ward Quorantreat is
completely dry and automated. So it has the advantages
of faster manufacturing speed, high cost competitiveness,
and easy installation on site compared to other module
construction methods.” The company has signed an export
contract of about 20 billion won worth of 500 sets of the
negative pressure ward with the Singapore government, and

plans to ship the first 50 sets first. In addition, at the request of
the Singapore government, the intensive care unit (ICU) module
will be exported to the Singapore National Hospital, and the
development of the intensive care unit is in the completion stage
now. The company is pursuing export contracts with Southeast
Asia, the United States, and Europe for about 70 billion won
worth of 1,500 to 2,000 sets of the negative pressure ward.
The reason that Staus moved into Busan Science Industrial
Complex in BJFEZ was because of smooth supply of manpower
with excellent technical skills, connection with business
partners, and the benefits for foreign-invested companies. Mr.
Moon has worked in Busan Science Industrial Complex for more
than 20 years, and about 10 technicians have been together
with him until now. In addition, it has steady relationship with
partners for more than 20 years. Mr. Moon said, “Even though
we had financial difficulties at the beginning, our employees
and other people around us helped our company for long time.
In particular, we could establish a plant thanks to BJFEZ, so we
could expand the business scope.”
When asked about future prospects and aspirations, Mr. Moon
said, “The paradigm of architecture is changing. The market is
changing from building a house to buying a house. Customers
are changing from industry to individual consumers. We will
continue our flagship modular housing business, and we will
also develop and apply our own unique designs.”
Also, he said, “Many young people neglect technical jobs, so
there is a shortage of technicians.” Thus, he asked for a lot of
attention to maintain and develop the technology. He plans to
continue developing specialized original technologies to reduce
corporate risk and enter into Southeast Asia market in the
future.
BJFEZ
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Why should we pay attention to
Germany?

Current position : Head of Hankyung Global Small Hidden Champion Research Institute
(Formerly Reporter of The Korea Economic Daily specialized in small and medium business, Deputy
Director)
Education : 1984 Graduated from Hanyang University Department of Business Administration (BA)
2002 Graduated from Helsinki University of Economics and Management (MBA)
Experience : 2005 Deputy Director of The Korea Economic Magazine
2010 - Dec. 2019 Reporter of The Korea Economic Daily specialized in small and medium business
(Deputy director) 2020 (Present) President of Hankyung Global Small Hidden Champion Research
Institute
Book : SMEs in Korea, China and Japan (Samsung Economic Research Institute)
The light and dark of SMEs' expansion to overseas (Small and Medium Business Research Institute)
The stories of businessmen like wild flowers

Kim Nak-hoon
Head of Hankyung Global Small
Hidden Champion Research
Institute

In July last year, Japan excluded Korea from their White List (countries with simplified export procedures), and we suddenly got
interested in the industries of materials, parts, and equipment. Large corporations that had been used to importing them from Japan are
rushing to localize or diversify the import channels. The government has come up with various measures to support localization of the
materials, parts, and equipment.
This may be repenting of missing a chance, but I think Japan's excluding Korea from their White List can be a great opportunity for us. Of
course, it’s painful to endure this situation for companies that need to use them right away. But we shouldn’t be swayed by Japan any more.

Materials, Parts, and Equipment are the Promising Businesses in the Future
Moreover, the materials, parts, and equipment are the future promising businesses. A significant number of domestic companies are
desperate to find a promising future business. In the midst of this, the materials, parts, and equipment can be said to be the manna
from heaven given to the Israelites who were wandering in the wilderness. Then, how to solve the problem of localization? Two things
can be considered. First, we can localize them with our own technology. This is the most preferred method. But it's not easy. The same
goes for individual company's efforts or industry-academia-research cooperation. This
is because the materials, parts, and equipment are not just a matter of technology but
a comprehensive art that has accumulated long experience and know-how. Securing
reliability is also important as the product development. Reliability means that a
product maintains its original performance without failure for a period of time in a given
environment. It is necessary to maintain the specified performance continuously in various
environments such as extreme heat and vibration.
Take reducer for example. If ‘the staple of industry’ is semiconductor, ‘the staple of robot’ is
reducer. Precision reducers are used to manufacture high-tech equipment such as robots,
semiconductor equipment, and LCD (liquid crystal display) equipment. To connect a highspeed motor to mechanical operation, it is necessary to reduce the number of revolutions
and increase the force. A reducer plays this role.
Hundreds of companies around the world have challenged and failed over this product,
which has been dominated by Japanese companies for half a century. However, there’s
a small company that has developed this. SBB Tech developed a precision reducer 10
years ago and began mass production several years ago. It’s a small company with about
100 employees and is located in Wolgot-myeon Gimpo, Gyeonggi-do. Since it is a remote
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place near Ganghwa Bridge, it is difficult to secure excellent
manpower. It was possible to develop this product because of
the perseverance of the founder and president Lee Bu-rak(68).
After majoring in electronic engineering at university, he has
been working on materials and parts for over 30 years. There
are cases like SBB but not many. The development of materials
and parts is a lonely business with no guarantee because no one
might use them. Even so, President Lee started his business
in a semi-basement rental room in Ilwon-dong, Seoul, and has
been hanging on until now because he knows the importance of
materials and parts in the manufacturing industry. Major Japanese
parts and materials companies such as Toray and Kyocera have
invested more than 30 years in developing carbon fiber or ceramic
parts.

Cooperation with Germany is a Way to Reduce
Time and Trial-and-Error

Second is cooperation with foreign countries. This is a way to save
time and trial-and-error. The main target country here is Germany.
Why Germany? First of all, Germany has a deep foundation in
science and technology. There are fewer than 20 Nobel Prize
winners in Physics and Chemistry in Japan, but about 40 Nobel
Prizes winners in Physics and Chemistry are even only from
Göttingen in Germany.
Although Germany is a latecomer in the field of Industrial Revolution,
it has developed 70-80% of the modern inventions. A number of
products have been developed by Germany and Germans including
automobile, automatic gear, telegraph, generator, long-distance
rocket, TV, electron microscopes, and so on.
Even Japanese companies respect Germany. There are many
Japanese companies that consider Germany as their ‘teacher.’
There are also a number of small and medium-sized business
people who started their business by introducing German
technologies over 100 years ago. Japan has historically learned
modern culture and technology from Germany. In 1873, the
leaders of Meiji Restoration formed the Iwakura delegation to
visit Germany. They learned the policy of strong military force
from Bismarck, the protagonist of German unification, and then
succeeded in modernization by practicing them. This history
seems to have instilled respect for Germany.

Germany is Good at Developing Field Technology
Moreover, Germany is a
research and development
oriented country. 72 applied
technology institutes including
Fraunhofer Institute, 80
basic technology research
institutes including Max
Planck Institute, and 10
large science institutes such
as space science including
Helmholtz Research Institutes
are scattered throughout the
country. In addition, there
are many research institutes
in the engineering schools. There are 260 research institutes
at Aachen University of Technology alone. They develop ‘fieldtype technology’ that companies demand for. In Germany, there
is a culture of developing ‘what companies want.’ Engineering
education also focuses on solving difficulties in the workplace.
Above all, Germany and Korea have many complementary fields
between industries. Germany is strong in mechanical, chemical
automobiles, parts and materials while Korea is strong in the
semiconductor display, information and communication fields.
This means that there are many areas to create synergy when
cooperating with each other.
Now, it is necessary to restructure the national and corporate
strategies to drastically reduce the reliance on Japan for materials,
parts, and equipment. R&D also needs to turn to a direction
that values global cooperation. Through this, we should escape
quickly from being subordination under Japan and at the same
time discover the future promising businesses with wisdom.
In recent years, a large number of German entrepreneurs,
researchers, professors, and local government officials have been
visiting Korea. Fraunhofer and Aachen Institute of Technology
have established offices in Korea and conduct activities. The
Korean-German Chamber of Commerce, which acts as a bridge
with German companies, is also actively operating. It will be even
better if we can attract German companies or research institutes
to Korea. There is no such great opportunity as now.
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Let's Prepare for a New Future by
Turning Crisis into Opportunity

COVID-19 has terrorized the world since the beginning of this year and all mankind
in the globe is experiencing unprecedented pain. Many tangible and intangible
precious values that mankind has built up for a better future, and ordinary but good
daily lives are being thrown away, but gloomy and uncertain future is confining
our lives. This sad reality is also in the logistics field without exception. Global
superior shipping, aviation, or logistics companies are suddenly being pushed to
the extreme of survival, and the global port traffic volume is greatly declining due
to disruption in production and reduction in distribution of goods.

Busan Port with Ideal Conditions as Transshipment Port

Park Ho-chul
Vice President for Global Business
Busan Port Authority
Current position :

Vice President for Global Business
Organization : Busan Port Authority
Experience :
· 1985 Discharged as Navy Lieutenant
· 1992 - 2002 Deputy General Manager of
HMM(Hyundai Merchant Marine)
· 2002 - 2003 Department Head of Hutchison
Terminal Korea
· 2003 - 2004 Benison International USA, NY. G.M

As you may assume, the volume of cargo in Busan Port is also declining, but the
degree of decline is more favorable than that of other major global ports. Moreover,
the strategic transshipment cargo volume has rather increased compared to the
previous year (as of the end of June). Perhaps Busan Port's volume of shipments
this year is 22 million TEU slightly below or similar compared to the previous year,
and it is certain that it will become the world's fourth or fifth largest port with a one
or two level increase in the volume of trade. People analyzed this good results
of Busan Port as a temporary phenomenon owed by the unexpected situation.
However, I think they underestimated the essential strategic value of Busan
Port. Regardless of the results indicated by the numbers, Busan Port has all the
ideal conditions required for a transshipment port. The first is the geographical
advantage of Busan Port. Busan Port is the closest Asian port to the United States
where is the world's No. 1 economy. It is also located in the center of the world’s
second and third largest economies, China and Japan, and connects these
countries with the excellent network.
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Secondly, there is a dense network of overseas ports in Busan
Port. According to a recent report by one of the world's leading
logistics research institutes, Busan Port has the third best
connectivity after Shanghai and Singapore. Such connectivity is
not made artificially but a result of strategic decisions accumulated
empirically in operating the fleet of ships. The third is excellent
port infrastructure and operational efficiency. China's leading
ports are rivals but they close for quite some periods of a year
due to unreasonable weather. However, Busan Port is generally

free from these weather phenomena, and the port's productivity
and operational efficiency are evaluated to be superior to those
of nearby major overseas ports. Of course, there is one thing to
be improved in Busan Port as well. The port operating system
by multiple operators is a problem. Due to the multiple operator
system, alliance ships cannot be accommodated in the same
terminal but has to move from place to place for transshipment
resulting in additional costs. Above all, unloading equipment
and berth are not shared among terminal operators and it
causes severance of operation. The only solution to
this is integration of the terminal operators in the
long run. At least, the operations of terminals
should be integrated in the short term
anyway.

Busan New Port will Grow into a Mega Port
Looking at the future of Busan New Port, it is probably the only
port in the world that has the potential to grow into a mega port
in which all logistics infrastructure for the port is integrated in
one place. Specifically, a mammoth-class port with 57 berths
including the second new port will be built, and a large-scale port
hinterland of 8,450,000㎡ surrounds the new port which will bring
a strong synergy effect. In addition, LNG bunkering station will
be built to cope with the eco-friendliness of the ship's propulsion
system in the future, and a repair shipyard will be located in the
new port, too. In particular, there’s a great expectation for the
port hinterland which is being constructed as a large scale along
with the highly efficient terminal. A port is evolving from simple
function of loading and unloading cargo in the past into having
added value. We can see that global large ports are developing
port hinterland complex in the form of free trade zone to increase
added value and create decent jobs. The Busan-Jinhae Free
Economic Zone Authority(BJFEZA) together with the Busan Port
Authority (BPA) has been making great efforts to attract global
companies with large amounts of traffic and employment effects
in the port hinterland. It is unfortunate that the participation of
famous global logistics and manufacturing companies has been
somewhat sluggish, but there is no doubt that more companies
will soon come in along with the continued expansion of the new
port infrastructure.
After the outbreak of the coronavirus, we will be pushed into
unfamiliar lives in many areas. A new trend will occur in the
logistics field as well, and above all, the demand for so-called
Green Port and automation that requires less human hands are
likely to become stronger. Despite this unfortunate situation,
the strong potential of Busan Port has been confirmed. Even
under this uncertain circumstance, now is the time to make
Busan Port a more competitive port by preparing for the future
step by step and gathering wisdom of all parties surrounding
here.
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The Only Division in the Nation Related to Innovative Growth

Implementing the ‘Port Hinterland Activation Plan’
Pioneering a new path with passion and solid teamwork
The goal is creating an innovative ecosystem

Ordered 「BJFEZ Innovative Growth Service」 for
Zone Expansion

Interview

Director Jeong Mi-kyung
Innovative Growth & Logistics Division

As you can see from the name of the division, we met Manager Jeong Mikyung of the Innovative Growth & Logistics Division who is leading the
passionate and solid teamwork to catch both innovation and growth at once.
She talked about the achievements and future prospects of the division.

First of all, please introduce the Innovative Growth & Logistics
Division.
Following the announcement by the MOTIE(Ministry of Trade, Industry
and Energy)'s 2nd Basic Plan for Free Economic Zones (August 2018),
which is a policy of a major transformation centered on innovative growth,
and to respond to the changed situation after the plan to build the second
new port at Busan Port (August 2019) to leap to the world's third largest port,
our division was newly established in November 2019 to focus on promising
future businesses for the sustainable growth of BJFEZ. Currently, we are the
only division related to innovative growth in BJFEZ among the seven Free
Economic Zone Authorities nationwide.

In November last year, BJFEZ was reorganized into a taskoriented organization by function, and the Innovative Growth
& Logistics Division was newly established. Please describe your
division’s achievements.
In order to lay the foundation for innovation, we have been pursuing
future development plans, such as expanding the Free Economic Zone and
promoting base projects for innovative growth, through implementation of the
Innovation 30 Project and the Innovative Growth Services.
Although the period hasn’t been long, now we are focusing more on the
progress. As a short-term tangible achievements, we have repeatedly visited
the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries to persuade the ‘Port Hinterland
Activation Plan’ based on expansion of the rights through participation in
BJFEZ, and this plan could be realized in March.

In the process of establishing this new Innovative Growth &
Logistics Division, you may have experienced some difﬁculties and
trials and errors. Were there any problems or shortcomings that
occurred while pursuing major tasks or things you improved?
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capabilities reinforcement projects to support
the growth of tenant companies around
complex logistics and high-tech manufacturing
business with the optimal location conditions,
and reinforce infrastructure related to
education and research institutes. To this end,
we will build R&D logistics center and a join
logistics center in BJFEZ to establish a hightech complex logistics platform and promote to
designate BJFEZ exclusive zone. Therefore,
we will focus on creating high value added
logistics business investment ecosystem
that will be the optimal basis to attract global
companies.
In addition, we plan to build a high-tech industry
innovation cluster by carrying out business
capabilities reinforcement projects such as
technology certification and joint marketing
together with the companies and the research
institutes in BJFEZ.

With the establishment of the Innovative
Growth & Logistics Division, it is
expected that the ‘Innovation 30 Project’
will be more promoted which is being
implemented enthusiastically by BJFEZ
with 30 major innovation tasks. What
are the plans for Innovative Growth in
the future such as additional BJFEZ
designation or zone expansion plan?
Looking back at the last eight months after the division was launched in
November of last year, there were some difficulties in the process of setting
up the project direction and preparing the procedures due to the nature of a
new division that has to work on the tasks not had been covered by BJFEZ.
The existing BJFEZ projects concentrated on development and investment,
so there were less infrastructure and support system to strengthen the
innovative growth capability of the companies. Moreover, most of the work
authorities in the New Port and the hinterland were under the Ministry of
Maritime Affairs and Fisheries and BPA, so we were confused to find the role
of BJFEZ. However, our division is establishing a direction of work based on
passion and solid teamwork with the thought to make a new way to go.

BJFEZ is facing a challenging task to become a leader in securing
new growth engines and realizing a logistics center in Northeast
Asia in line with the government's innovative growth trend.
What are the key tasks of BJFEZ to take a leap forward with
global competitiveness and sustainable growth engine centered on
innovative growth?
BJFEZ will make an innovative ecosystem that has a virtuous cycle
of investment and innovation through the development of business

In case of current BJFEZ, it is expected
that the demand for port hinterland complex
will increase rapidly after the development
is completed and the start of developing
the second new port. Therefore, in order to
establish a framework of Innovative Growth and
reinforce functions of complex logistics to take
a competitive edge among the overseas Free
Economic Zones, it is necessary to expand
BJFEZ.
To this end, our authority ordered the 「BJFEZ
Innovative Growth Service」 in last October to
analyze the target area for expansion (plan),
review the designation requirements and
feasibility, set the basic direction, and select
priorities for the candidate site for expansion.
By expanding the zone, existing zones
and newly designated zones in BJFEZ will
implement their own roles, and the joint
businesses of cities and provinces will create
high added value that will make here a platform
of innovative growth.
BJFEZ
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Casual Friday

Since February, we have「Casual Friday」 every Friday for all employees to wear casual clothing to feel free and
comfortable when working. Each department submitted photos for the casual wear contest and Top3 departments
received snack coupons.

Grand Prize

General Affairs Division
BJFEZ Power Rangers

First Prize

We are the Power Rangers of General Affairs Division!
Our authority will be safe!
The unity like a rainbow rice cake is wonderful!

Good Idea, General Affairs Division!

Boost your unity with white sweatshirts and jeans!
Thank you our Business Environment Division for hard working
for the companies!

It's not a secret that there is an X-man!

New Face

Business Environment Division
Heart Heart Shot

Introducing new faces who will lead the future of BJFEZ.
We met new employees and heard about their first impression with BJFEZ and aspirations.

Land Information Division
Action Officer Yang Tae-woo

Developmen DivisionⅡ
Action Officer Ha Chun-geun

Currently, there are about 380 companies sites that emit environmental pollutants
in BJFEZ area. We guide them to report prior to installation of pollutant discharge
facilities and install appropriate prevention facilities. After that, we continuously
inspect if they are properly operated. I think BJFEZ creates favorable conditions
for high-tech parts material companies to conduct business and create many jobs.
Personally, I understand that logistics, tourism, and fintech are the future promising
industries in Busan. I hope that more companies that can combine the 4th industry,
artificial intelligence and logistics system will come and join here.

I now work for the Development DivisionⅡ of the Administration & Development
Headquarters. I am in charge of development projects in Waseong District, New
Port District and Nammoon District within BJFEZ. On the first day of my work,
I was a little nervous because it was my first time to be dispatched to another
organization. Because all My colleagues with commissioner Ha greeted me, I was
really impressed and relieved.
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Second Prize

Development DivisionⅡ
McDonald’s is the real CASUAL

Second Prize

Architecture & Design Division
Harmoniously with a drone shot :)

Killing point 1: Casual (Heart)
Killing point 2: Someone wants to eat while someone wants to
take a picture.

The only male-only division in our authority!

Very special and unique photo with a drone shot that shows the
characteristics of Architecture & Design Division
Jeans are a must on Casual Friday!

Safety is a bonus with a safety helmet!

I am working in the Architecture & design Division of the Corporate Support
Department. I’m in charge of building permits and crackdown on violating buildings
in BJFEZ. I receive civil complaints related to construction over the phone, and try
to solve the matters quickly and correctly.
I always think about ‘How to develop BJFEZ?’ and I want to take a role for the
development of BJFEZ by implementing my work.

Architecture & design Division
Action Officer Tak Yoo-kyung

I am in charge of port logistics works at the Innovative Growth & Logistics
Division. I like the phrase that organizations make ordinary people possible to do
extraordinary things. As a member of BJFEZ, I hope to contribute to the growth of
port and logistics. It seems that BJFEZ is aiming to grow into a logistics business
center utilizing its geographical advantage in the port and logistics field. Our country
has a high degree of dependence on trade. Therefore, we should grow through
openness, and I think BJFEZ is playing an important role.

Innovative Growth & Logistics Division
Action Officer Cho Won-bok
BJFEZ
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Tour
Island

Reservation : www.jeodo.co.kr

● Jinhae

Contact : 1668-2240

Marine Park

This park was built on a small island called Eumjido in Jinhaegu with the effort to become a marine tourism city. It is
connected to the land through Eumji Bridge. The area is
82,505㎡, and consists of a warship exhibition hall, a naval
battle experience hall, and a marine life theme park. The
Naval Headquarters transferred the 2,500-ton destroyer
Kangwonham for free which was deployed in the Korean
War, so a warship exhibition hall was established here. It
exhibits warships such as a minesweeper and a high-speed
boat. The Naval Warfare Experience Center has a naval
battle experience hall using state-of-the-art facilities. The Marine Life Theme Park exhibits marine life consists of an
experience room, a video room, and a special exhibition room.

Location : 62 Myeongdong-ro Jinhae-gu, Changwon (around Eumjido Island)
Jinhae-gu Office
Cheonjabong

105

Jinhae-gu

Bobaesan Mountain

Nakdonggang River

Expre
sswa
y

Tourist Attractions

Cheonghaedae, which is called the Blue House in the Sea,
was established here in 1972. Since then, this island had
been a resort for the former presidents of Korea and
prohibited for civilians. However, it was opened up for public
last year after 47 years. The island's opening hours are from
10:30am to 5pm (Except Monday and Thursday). It
operates ferries twice a day for only 600 tourists.
Along with the symbolism of Cheonghaedae, the sea around
Jeodo Island was also the place of the Okpo Sea Battle, where Admiral Yi Sun-sin won his first victory during the
Japanese Invasion of Korea in 1592. On the island, there’s a main building of Cheonghaedae, a bodyguard’s
lodging, a promenade, an octagonal pavilion, and an observatory. Camellia forest, big pine trees, and strange rock
formations are harmonized with a natural trails and observatory, beaches and golf courses. The Navy is managing
this island. The name Jeodo means the shape of the island looks like a lied-down pig, so it is also called Doseom. In
order to enter this island, it is necessary to make a reservation in advance. Since there is a limit on the number of
visitors, it is better to book a few days earlier.

Bonghwasan Mountain
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Myeongji

Busan City
Eulsukdo Island
Starfield City

Changwon Marine Park
Udo Island
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Sokuri Island
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Sinjado Island
Gugoksan Mountain
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Gadeokdo Island
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● BJFEZ provides various deregulation and special administrative services.
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Q u i z for Readers
No.1. Please read Hello BJFEZ and solve the following questions.

Readers’ Corner

Send your answers with opinions to elod97@ naver.com.
We will randomly pick five participants who sent us the correct answers and give a 10,000
worth of Culture Gift Certificate.
Be sure to include your name, address, and contact number. This information is only used
for sending the gift certificate.
1. What is the name of the project in the International Logistics Industry Complex
Section 8 in Gangseo-gu, Busan on about 297,000㎡ centering Korens EM with
about 20 partners that creates a cluster of electric vehicles cooperation, with a total
of 760 billion won of investment by 2031 and 4,300 jobs?
2. What is the name of the people’s participation campaign launched in 2020 to
encourage medical staff who are contributing to treat patients of COVID-19, which
is spreading for a long time around Korea and the world?
3. What is the name of respiratory infection disease caused by a new type of
coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) that has spread across China and around the world
since its first outbreak in Wuhan, China in December 2019?
4. BJFEZ allows employees to wear comfortable casual clothing on every Friday
since February. What is this called?
5. Which country should we pay attention to reduce dependence on trade with
Japan? This country has a deep foundation in science, technology and R&D.
6. Which district is intended to create an international new business city and an ecofriendly residential area for foreigners among the major sites in the foreign
investment area?
7. Which company is the main pillar of creating Busan-type jobs that BJFEZ attracted
and granted the construction permit in March this year?

No.2 Please share a hot spot in BJFEZ
Please introduce good places in BJFEZ for readers (Hot spot in BJFEZ).

How to apply
Please introduce restaurants, parks, trails, great views,
or hidden places to chill out with pictures and send them
via email to elod97@naver.com
We will randomly pick five participants who sent us the correct
answers and give a 10,000 worth of Culture Gift Certificate.
Be sure to include your name, address, and contact number.
※This information is only used for sending the gift certificate.
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The Future
of Korean Economy

Experience
New Businesses

in Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone

Located in the Business Hub of Northeast Asia!
The best place for complex logistics system
with Busan Port, World’s No.6 Container through put port

Outstanding human resources!

8 million of local consumers market
and 97% of the working population completed higher education

Various benefits for businesses!
Tax reduction and exemption • low rent • excellent residential environment
and various administrative supports

